Please read our following sale policy if interested in purchasing a bunny

Rabbit Sales Policy
These are live animals and created by our Heavenly Creator. We trust you will treat them with love and respect.
INQUIRING:

-email – fill out the form on our website or Text/call Shelli using the number on our website

PRICES:
$50.00 for male or females. $75.00 for Blue Eyed White male or females.
PAYMENT:
-We accept PayPal, cash, money orders and cashier’s check for deposits. If you pay using PayPal we do charge $52.00 to cover the service charge.
-WE DO NOT TAKE PERSONAL CHECKS
HOLDING:
ALL RABBITS CAN BE SOLD AT ANYTIME IF IT IS NOT ALREADY ON HOLD. If a rabbit is put on hold or reserved, it will no longer be for sale. PAYMENT MUST BE
RECEIVED BEFORE WE CONSIDER A RABBIT ON HOLD.
-To Reserve a rabbit, you will need to put at least $25.00 down for a deposit fee.
-If you back out of a sale after having a rabbit on hold, the payment will be forfeited. If Hertzel’s Hollands ever cancels a sale for any reason the payment will be
refunded.
-If something happens to your rabbit while on hold, your payment can be refunded or you can apply the payment to another rabbit of your choice, as one becomes
available.
REFUNDS:
-If within TWO WEEKS of bringing your rabbit home and you discover that you have allergies to the bunny or hay, we will give you a full refund. We will also gladly
take the rabbit back at any time you decide against keeping it. We would only give a refund, however, if it was due to an unavoidable problem such as allergies.
-If your bunny gets sick within the first week of taking it home you may bring it back and we will refund or allow you to pick another one from a future litter.
PICK UP:
-Rabbits can be picked up at our home in Sabetha, KS. Please bring a cardboard box or clean sanitized pet carrier, filled with hay. Do not hold new bunny on car
trip home. Car rides often make bunnies nervous so providing it some personal space to settle down in would be best.
-I will occasionally be able to meet you halfway or somewhere within a reasonable distance for us within KS/NE for you to pick up your bunny. The rabbit must
have a deposit placed on it FIRST and the remaining balance plus mileage will be charged at pickup.

Feel free to text me any time to tell us how your rabbit is doing or with any questions whatsoever. We love hearing about the bunnies that we sell. We also love
to see pictures of them in their new home or with their new owners!
Thank you!!
~Shelli from Hertzel’s Holland Lops

